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About This Game

All For One is a fantasy-themed "Zero-Sum Free-For-All" that focuses on melee combat and ascending the ranks of the world
by assimilating the power of your fallen 5d3b920ae0

Title: All For One
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
ALU Interactive
Publisher:
ALU Interactive
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2019

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-7300HQ 3.50 GH
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Nobody on to play with. Very ambitious project for a 2 man team. The concept is very good, but they should have made this
game free for early access and charge later. This way, people can play it and see for themselves how good it is and bring along
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friends. Why pay money for a game that has nobody else online to play with? Can't recommend a game that costs $5 with a non-
existent player base. Game is also not optimized fully. I have a high-end machine and I get anywhere from 40-60 FPS and the
graphics are not groundbreaking in the least. I spent the 5 bucks already so I'll try hopping on from time to time see if anyone
else is on. Not much else I can do.lul.. Nobody on to play with. Very ambitious project for a 2 man team. The concept is very
good, but they should have made this game free for early access and charge later. This way, people can play it and see for
themselves how good it is and bring along friends. Why pay money for a game that has nobody else online to play with? Can't
recommend a game that costs $5 with a non-existent player base. Game is also not optimized fully. I have a high-end machine
and I get anywhere from 40-60 FPS and the graphics are not groundbreaking in the least. I spent the 5 bucks already so I'll try
hopping on from time to time see if anyone else is on. Not much else I can do.lul.. Huge empty map. Insanely deep but
inscrutable leveling system. Multiplayer only indie game. Surprise, no one is playing. Needs another 2 years of development and
some single player inclusion even if it's just bots. https://youtu.be/nXg7ONG35kY. Huge empty map. Insanely deep but
inscrutable leveling system. Multiplayer only indie game. Surprise, no one is playing. Needs another 2 years of development and
some single player inclusion even if it's just bots. https://youtu.be/nXg7ONG35kY
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